
             When the Lights Go Out 
               (inspired from Orwell’s 1984)


(caption) Every record has been destroyed or falsified, 
every book has been rewritten every picture repainted, 
every statue and street renamed, every date has been 
altered.      HISTORY HAS STOPPED.  (1984)


1. Brainwashing has been easier and more effective 
than the cabal ever dreamed. The constant pounding 
into the psyche of the world on every main media, the 
constant attacks on those who stood for truth and 
freedom, and the filling of minds with destructive 
directives, have been very effective in controlling and 
forming public opinion.

The Masters of deception and propaganda have 
gotten it down to an art-form of effectively 



programming the minds of humanity to believe any 
way they want.


2. This quote by Sigmund Freuds’s nephew, Edward 
Benays who wrote the book Propaganda in 1928 and 
upon which most advertising is based.


“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the 
organized habits and opinions of the masses is an 
important element in ‘democratic’ society. Those 
who manipulate this unseen mechanism of 
society, constitute an invisible government, which 
is the true ruling power of our country. (E. Benays)


(meaning, the mass media mind manipulation of the 
masses to control the public is their democracy)


 3. As the Cabal, the illuminati got control of both the 
money supply of nations and the media, that allowed 
them to form world opinion, introduce destructive 
propaganda, spread socialist-communist ideology as 
their goal was world domination. Destroying the 
Christian and godly culture by every devilish ideology 
was their tool to weaken and brainwash.


‘Everything faded into mist. The past was erased, the 
erasure was forgotten, the lie became 
truth.’        (Orwell1984)




4. By hitting on the emotions of the world, the words 
Liberty, Equality and now… inclusive, woke,  won to 
their cause the masses of the weak minded . The 
masses never learn, and instead of freedom, bread 
and equality, what they get is slavery, poverty and 
tyranny.  The cabal has brainwashed the world, to 
where they now call evil as good and goodness as 
evil. 

 As the famous quote by the CIA director William 
Casey said: 

"We'll know our disinformation program is 
complete when everything the American public 
believes is false." 


5. 1984 has been heralded as a great work for 
freedom, individuality, and democracy but little is 
known by many of Orwell, whose name is Eric Blair 
and was a member of the Fabian Society, a radical 
socialist group whose goal is STATE control of 
industry which is pure communism.  So perhaps 
Orwell started as a communist but later woke up.


6.  In the movie and the book, 1984, he exposes the 
manipulation of the public, changing history, with that 
constant drumming of lies, half truths to reconstruct 
what is normal and washing away what was once 
reality.  Constant war also is a needed ingredient in 
the cabal’s war on humanity.  War keeps the masses 
in line, as everyone must sacrifice for the war effort, 
as they induce that fake patriotic spirit… the same 



tactics used today by the Cabal-controlled American 
government.


7. Although 1984 exposes tyranny, thought crimes, 
double speak and brainwashing, the real effect of the 
book is fear.  You will disappear; you will be ratted on 
by your children; if you dare even write in a diary you 
will be found out.  It seems that 1984 is exposing 
tyranny of the socialist state but actually it spreads 
fear, and hopelessness.  The message seems to be…
there is no use in fighting back or trying…you will be 
killed or tortured.


8. Yet the book was one of the first to really expose 
the dangers of socialism-communism and 
authoritarianism.  Written in 1948 and published in 
1949 , it is now a prophecy fulfilled of what was 
coming… an honest look at what the future will look 
like.  The globalists created communism to be their 
destructive agent to take over countries, to cause 
division, war in nations. .


9. Even the main character, Winston’s attempts to be 
free, are all known, as spies are everywhere.  It all 
seem like futile attempts to be free from the tyranny 
and from the boring normalcy of society.  He begins 
to hate the fact that everyone falls into line and obeys 
out of fear.  He wants to be free from it but does not 
realize how much control the system has.




10. Orwell spelled out what was coming to the world 
and he should know as he was a socialist.  Was he 
warning the world of the horrors to come and to resist 
it,  or telling us there is no hope in trying to fight it.  
Maybe he saw where socialism would lead and 
decided to expose it, finally waking up to horrors 
coming.    He says…


“Almost certainly we are moving into an age of 
totalitarian dictatorships – an age in which freedom of 
thought will be at first a deadly sin…  

The autonomous individual is going to be stamped 
out of existence. (Orwell: Inside the Whale)


The moral to be drawn from this dangerous nightmare 
situation is a simple one. Don’t let it happen. It 
depends on you.  (Orwell)


11. Speaking of Stalin’s Communist Russia and 
Hitler’s Nazi Germany, Orwell explained: 

“The two regimes, having started from opposite ends, 
are rapidly evolving towards the same system—a form 
of oligarchical collectivism.”  (Orwell)

Orwell saw the handwriting on the wall, the signs of 
the times and where communism would lead to, he 
decided to warn the world of the complete destruction 
of the individual in the hell of a satanic state.  Being 
the writer he was, he understood that it meant the 



crushing of creativity, life and freedom in all spheres of 
life.

13. The famous quote by one of the founding fathers 
of the American Revolution that spells it out clearly: 
‘We give you a Republic…. If you can keep it’.In other 
words it’s not easy to keep freedom and the early 
patriots should know, for they escaped tyranny from 
Europe and then had to fight for freedom in the new 
land. 

 There is a conspiracy against the free both politically 
and spiritually,  and that force that pushes it is 
spiritual…the destructive ideology of sin-filled-hearts 
of power hungry men and the demons of hell

14. Now the prophecy of 1984 has come to pass.  The 
totalitarian countries of the Soviets, the CCCP, Nazi 
Germany were practice runs for a world government 
that will dominate every part of life, every movement, 
transaction, word, and even thoughts, unless 
humanity awakens and somehow stands against it.

15. When the lights go out, and they make their 
move to take down every nation, it will seem like total 
darkness, the greatest time of trouble since the world 
began for it will be world wide and it will be total. The 
world government forming is anti christ, and when 
they get power, they will crush opposition just as all 
totalitarians do.



16. But there is one  brightly shining light that will 
never die and that is the fire in the followers of Jesus 
Christ. They can never stop us all and even if they did, 
we will be back.  We will return with our King to wipe 
them out, and while we are here on earth, will blow 
apart their insanity with the flame of truth.

17. It is our calling to NOT let the lights go out, but 
to reach others with the light of truth, to win hearts to 
Jesus and His message, to fill their lives with the Holy 
Spirit and word of God.  For then we keep faith alive 
on earth as we wait on the return of the King.

18. What have you done this week to keep the fire of 
faith, truth and light burning.  The following words 
show the mind of the fighters and why the cabal and 
demons of hell know the Bible and believers are the 
most dangerous enemy to the antichrist authoritarian 
psychopath system..

19. ’You cannot control or stop a heart inflamed with 
the love of Christ because God in us takes away all 
fear. We will stand bold and free,  as we leave God’s 
mark on people’s hearts that will last forever’.   Those 
who receive Jesus will be plucked out of the darkness 
and lies.

20. We are not waiting for 1984 conditions for they 
have already come. The blanket of lies has covered 
the world, brainwashing humanity with their constant 
propaganda.  We are living in the days when the 



Enemy is taking control but hasn’t been anointed king 
yet. They are consolidating power, and there is some 
resistance to them.   There will be more wars by the 
world government against those who resist their 
power, as they subdue the world.

21. What we do to prepare spiritually will determine 
how many will have the strength to stand against the 
flood and be saved.  We have been called to carry the 
Light to strengthen, heal and save those seeking truth, 
to fight with the spiritual weapons and Word of God.  
In the physical it may look like we lose, but there is 
NO stopping the Word of God.

22. Unlike 1984, we will not just rebel against the 
world government, but will expose it, save others out 
of it, and if God wills, to stand against it with miracles 
of judgment for their crazy wicked evil of worshiping 
Satan and crimes against humanity.  The Enemies of 
God are trying to change our very DNA and every 
truth of creation and godliness. It is the upside down, 
inside out, backwards, and diminishing world of 
insanity of Satan himself who hates God.  

23. Those that do not wake up and snap out of their 
brainwashing will get worse until they have hardened 
to the voice of truth, become slaves of Satan, and do 
the craziest things. They will change their sex, lose 
natural love of family; fall to perversions of all kinds, 
connect their minds to computers, and ultimately 
giving up their own will and individual being to be 



connected directly to the spirit of Satan in a trans-
humanist hell.

24. 1984 spelled the problem out very well. Orwell 
warned us of what was coming upon us, the erasure 
of history, the complete brainwashing and control and 
the eradication of the individual, creativity, forming  a 
conformist hell of fear and total domination.

25. I felt the failure of the book and movie  was it 
portrayed a feeling of no hope..  The globalists have 
won, the communist-globalist-tyranny will get you in 
the end for they will have control over everything.

26. But Orwell forgot God and His people. There is a 
greater army forming than even that of patriots of 
countries, and that is the army of believers in Jesus 
that God is raising up that will be a force against the 
spirit of Satan.  We are waking people up, saving their 
souls, pulling them out of hell on earth.  And when 
they try to stop us, just when the world government 
thinks they will exterminate us, the LIGHTS WILL GO 
ON as a flash of lightning shoots across the sky, 



heaven will be revealed as we see Jesus Christ with 
the forces of heaven coming to do battle with them.

27. Until then, we hold the light, and we must shine 
His light of love, hope, truth for that will be the ONLY 
hope in the future.  All other hope will be gone as it is 
a spiritual war not political.  Jesus said, ‘Now when 
these things begin to happen, lift up your heads, 
because your redemption draws near’.  We will 
witness the end and the second coming of Jesus 
Christ after the tribulation.

28. Jesus Christ is NOT a fairy tale like the vermin rat 
Harare of the WEF says, and he is going to have to 
give an account to God Himself for luring souls to 
damnation, and for giving his soul over to Satan to 
inflict the world with his trans-human hell on earth.

29. WE hold the light for the world to have hope. We 
must keep that fire of faith burning in our souls so 
others can find life, for without that connection to God, 
there is no hope.  We must keep the Word of God 
deep in our hearts to have that fire, for without Him we 
are nothing, yet with Him we have everything.

(message inspired in prophecy)

30. My precious people, do not look down into the 
defeat of hopelessness; I have given you the answer 
to life. Yes I said in the world you will have tribulation, 



but be of good cheer, for I have overcome this world. 
Your victory is your faith.

31. If your expectation is a patriot victory over the 
forces of antichrist, you will be disappointed, for the 
walls of nations and sovereignty erode with the waves 
of the Satanic world government.  But if your hope is 
in Me and My truth then you have everything to look 
forward to, for you know in your heart that My Father 
and I will get the last laugh as we CRUSH the 
kingdom of Satan.

Psalm 2                                                                    
(1Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a 
vain thing?  2The kings of the earth set themselves, 
and the rulers take counsel together, against the Lord, 
and against his anointed, saying,    3Let us break their 
bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.    
4He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: 
the Lord shall have them in derision.     5Then shall he 
speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them in his 
sore displeasure. )                                                        

32. You will know the value of your faith in Me for you 
will be exalted to be the new government, the citizens 
and rulers of the kingdom of heaven on earth.   This is 
not pie in the sky talk and something to give you a 
false hope.  When you begin thinking like that, retreat 
into My word to deep-feed your soul to regain the 
spark of faith.  Your faith, your connection to Me will 



become priceless for your faith is what will keep you 
and save others. 

I will arise in your soul to keep your fire burning until the 
day I return.

We have also a more sure word of prophecy; 
whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as unto a 
light that shineth in a dark place, until the day 
dawn, and the day star arise in your hearts. (2 Peter 
1:19) 


